We prove that if X is an Loo space, then Lx(n, X) has the Dunford-Pettis Property.
RAFFAELLA CILIA Then II Tells®,*** = H^llfs®,*)** • Since it is easy to prove that H^Hl,^)®,*** < ll^clU®,*** , ll^elkf®^)** < ll^'ll(L,(/i)®^)** > our lemma is proved.
Now we can prove Theorem 1. Let X bean Lx space. Then Lx(p,X) has the Dunford-Pettis property.
Proof. Let T: Lx(p, X) -* Z be a weakly compact operator and T** : (Lx(p, X))** -► Z be its second adjoint. Thanks to the previous lemma we can consider the restriction T of T** to Lx (p) <S>" X**. It is also weakly compact. Since X is an L^ space, X** is complemented into some C(K) [2] . So, there exists a projection P': Lx_(p, C(K)) -> Lx(p, X**). Let V: Lx(p) ®n C(K) -» Z be defined by T' -T o P'. Obviously T' is weakly compact, so it is a Dunford-Pettis operator [2] . The restriction of V to Lx(p)®%X is just T, so T is Dunford-Pettis.
Remark. With similar techniques it is possible to prove Theorem 2. If X is an Lx space, then Lx(p, X) has the Dunford-Pettis property.
